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TUCKER HIGH SCHOOL PROM DRESS CODE 
 

Tucker High School’s Staff and Administration want you to make good choices.  We do not want 

to inhibit your style.  Prom should be fun; however our goal is for everyone to be comfortable 

and safe.   

 

Prom Dress Code 

 Dresses may be strapless (if they fit properly) or include spaghetti straps.  

 Dresses may be backless, as long as they are not cut below the naval.  

 2-piece dresses MUST overlap at the waist: meaning top MUST overlap with skirt 

waistband.  

 Midriffs will not be exposed. This includes both front and side. With arms down at your 

side, if flesh touches flesh, the dress is inappropriate.  

 Dresses may not have a slit that exceeds mid-thigh. This is fingertip length. 

 Dresses may not be cut below the bust line. 

 Undergarments should not be visible. See-through apparel is not permitted.  

 Garments that are tight or low-cut are also unacceptable.  

Gentlemen 

You are expected to wear formal attire. Formal prom attire may be classified as a tuxedo or dress 

suit, including a tie or bow tie, a dress shirt, which may include a vest or cummerbund, and 

dress shoes. Shirts are to be worn at all times. Tennis shoes and athletic shoes are unacceptable.  

*IF YOU ARE BRINGING A DATE FROM ANOTHER SCHOOL, IT IS YOUR 

RESPONSIBILITY, TO ENSURE THAT THEY ARE IN COMPLIANCE WITH OUR 

DRESS CODE POLICY.  

Prom is a formal and special night for students. We hope to maintain the integrity and formality 

of this night.  While we will be reasonable in our interpretation of these guidelines, we want you 

to know that you will not be allowed in the dance if you are not dressed appropriately.    

 

IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS REGARDING THE 
COMPLIANCE OF YOUR PROM ATTIRE; PLEASE BRING A PHOTO TO MS. JONES 
(F228) PRIOR TO PURCHASING.   
 

 


